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Abstract— In non-invasive Motor Imagery (MI) based
Brain Computer Interface, variation due to MI has spread not
only in time domain but also in frequency domain. Even
channels are also occupied by this spread. Thus number of
features belonging to all these variations is responsible for
classifying the underlying task. This paper works on feature
optimization using fuzzy entropy so as to avoid under as well
over fitting of classifier. Time-Frequency correlation of the
signal is obtained using wavelet transform. Second and third
order statistical features are extracted from wavelet bands.
SVM and KNN with kernel variations are used for
classification. Outcome of this experimenting leads to accuracy
of 93.7% for optimized features using fuzzy entropy compared
to less than 90% for features without optimization.
Keywords—Motor Imagery (MI), Brain Computer Interface
(BCI), Fuzzy Entropy

I. INTRODUCTION
Communication as well control between brain and computer
is symbolizes by Brain-Computer Interface(BCI). Electrical
activity of the brain collected via electroencephalographic
signal can be used non-invasively for such communication.
This type of medium will prove to be very useful for
disables. Basically BCI can be categorized as evoked and
spontaneous. There are two types of BCI: spontaneous EEG,
and evoked EEG based BCI systems. Specific mental
activity such as motor imagery and related change in brain
signal, falls under the category of former Motor
Imagery(MI) is one of the example[1]. Whereas neural
stimulation from outside as in evoked potential comes under
later
category,
steady
state
visually
evoked
potential(SSVEP) is the example of this category[2]. MI
terms to be one of the efficient inputs to BCI providing with
number of distinguishable movements[3].
The associated signals collected from the electrodes placed
on the scalp are weak as well contaminated not only by
neighbouring EEG signals but also by other physiological
signals like electro-cardiogram, electromyogram etc. This
reason proves to be sufficient for use of efficient signal
processing at every stage such as to pre-processing or signal
enhancement, for feature extraction and to classify the
signals[4]. Even the in between steps for feature selection
and optimizations are included. It has been noticed that the
conventional methods used for signal enhancement are
Common Average Referencing[5], Independent Component
Analysis, Principal Component Analysis[6], Kalman
filtering, Weiner filtering etc. These all methods deal with
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filtering and boosting the signal. Surface Laplacian
calculates the potential belonging to the particular electrode,
using the potential on all other electrodes as well shape of
the scalp. The derived potential can be considered to be
reference independent[7].
Feature extraction methods covered in literature ranges from
time domain to frequency domain to mixed domain
methods. Motor imagery can be detected from event related
synchronization (ERD) and event related de-synchronization
(ERD) of the EEG signal. ERD can be captured from the
electrode on ipsilateral side of brain, in mu band (8-12Hz),
whereas ERS can be captured from the contralateral side in
beta band( 15-30Hz)[8]. These characteristic of MI signal
leads to the preference of the frequency domain methods
like Fourier transform(FT)[9], further time frequency
correlation and localization can be established using Short
time Fourier transform(STFT), Wavelet transform as well
Wavelet packet transform which are mixed domain methods
also got inclination[10].
Signal for BCI has spatial spread on the electrodes, selecting
the features specific to the modulation due expected signal
is thus the important task which can be covered under
feature reduction or optimization. Principal Component
analysis and Independent Component Analysis are the
methods preferred for BCI according to literature. These
methods help to select principal components from the
feature set, or to separate independent components thus
reducing redundancy of the features. Referring other
biomedical signals and database it has been found that the
methods like fuzzy entropy can be effectively used for
feature selection as in Parkinsons and dermatology data
sets[11].
Classification is one of the challenging parts of signal
processing to be dealt with in BCI. Though the variation and
related bands are known to extract the features from, but
they are completely subject dependent it is not that straight
forward to use the trained model of one subject to classify
the task of other subjects. Literature suggested supervised
learner like Support Vector Machine(SVM)[12] and K
Nearest Neighbour(KNN) for classification. Unsupervised
Neural networks works well with BCI[13].
II. WAVELET TRANSFORM FOR TIME FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
For MI, EEG signals can be described in terms of Event
related synchronization (ERS) and Event related de-
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synchronization (ERD). These are time as well frequency
dependent signals, belonging to ‘beta’ and ‘mu’ band
respectively and occurring before mechanical movement.
The method to be selected for extracting features from these
signals must have correlation capacity of these two domains.
Thus wavelet transform(WT) seems to be obvious choice,
which can extract time as well frequency related information.
Implementation of wavelet transform is possible using
discrete wavelet transform using “(1)”
 j /2
j
 j ,k (t )  a0  ( a0 t  kb0 ) 
Where j is scaling parameter and k is translation parameters.
A common choice for a0 and b0 are 2 and 1 respectively,
which lend them to dyadic sampling grid with wavelet
function as in “(2)”.

 (t )  2 j /2 (2 j t  k )

 j ,k

Wavelet basis selection can further add to the advantages of
WT as the matching wavelet can mimic the signal with more
accuracy. In this work db10 and bior6.8 are two empirically
selected matching wavelets on basis of energy in
approximation band. Sampling frequency of the database
used is 100Hz, whereas ERD and ERS occurs in the
frequency band of 8-12Hz and 15-30Hz thus levels of
wavelet decomposition has been computed as suggested by
“(3)”. Decomposed band accommodate the frequency range
of interest in approximate and detail bands as shown in
“table I”.


2 j 1 Fs  Fj  2 j Fs



Where Fs is sampling frequency which is 100Hz in this case
and j is level of decomposition. Extracting the wavelet
coefficients from the wavelet bands gives precise
representation of the signal. It can be directly used as the
features or the statistical components can be extracted from
it for compress representation of the signals. This work
suggested use of second order and third order statistical
features for concise representation suitable for classification.
Skewness and kurtosis are third order statistical features
helpful for representation of dynamics of the signal[14].

features. It reduces the probability of misclassification and
thus plays very important role in classification.
Transforming the signal in relevant features is to be
followed by optimization. Entropy is measures of relevant
information in the signal. Fuzzy entropy further indicates
the grade of membership of the features for particular class.
This can help to decide the importance of the feature for
classification. The principle of segmentation of features
depending on it’s grade or membership value for particular
class, fuzzy entropy is implemented in this paper for MI
based BCI. It was previously utilized for region growing in
aerial images as well in biomedical data such as magnetic
resonance spectra[15]. It can be explained as low level
segmentation method using concept of fuzzy clustering. The
main assumption made here is that the measurement vector
belonging to same class cluster together whereas those
belonging to different classes lie apart in measurement
space. Extracted feature vectors are allowed to belong to
various classes with different degrees or membership using
fuzzy set. Fuzzy set has capability to model imprecision in
non-statistical manner. Quantification of this fuzziness can
be helpful in deciding on resolution uncertainty of feature
vector. Based on the degree or membership value one can
decide importance of the feature for that class. Fuzzy c
mean clustering can be used for calculating the fuzzy
entropy for the features.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Under this chapter the sequence of operations performed
on the signals are given along with the description of
database. Wavelet transform of the signals from selected
channels using db10 and bior6.8 wavelet has been taken.
Three level of decomposition is offered based on sampling
frequency as describe in chapter II. Features are extracted
from all decomposed wavelet bands. These features are used
for classification without optimization giving classification
accuracy for identified task. In second experimenting
features are optimized based on values of fuzzy entropy
calculated using fuzzy c mean clustering.

TABLE I BAND DETAILS CORRESPONDING TO WAVELET DECOMPOSITION
Decomposed
signal
D1
D2
D3
A4

Frequency Range(Hz)
51-100
26-50
12.5-25
0-12.5

III. FUZZY ENTROPY
Estimating level of participation of features for accurate
classification of the task will leads to optimisation of
www.asianssr.org
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A. Detailing of Database:
Data set provided by Intelligent Data Analysis Group, Berlin,
Department of Neurology, Neurophysics Group. Recording
was done on normal subjects without feedback. The task
executed by the subject was to press the keys in a self-chosen
order with index or small finger of either right hand or left
hand. Typing speed was of 1 key per second[16].
B.

Format of the data:

Given are 416 epochs of 500 ms length each ending 130 ms
before a keypress. 316 epochs are labeled (0 for upcoming
left hand movements and 1 for upcoming right hand
movements), the remaining 100 epoches are un-labeled for
competition purpose.
Data are provided in the original
1000 Hz sampling and in a version downsampled at 100 Hz
(recommended)[16].
C.

If d=0, then the data point coincides with the jth cluster
center (C) and it will have the full membership value, i.e.,
µij =1.0
Step 5: repeat Steps 2–4 until the changes in µ are less than
some pre-speciﬁed values.
The FCM algorithm computes the membership of each
sample in all clusters and then normalizes it as in equation 7.
(7)
The fuzzy entropy FEc(A) of class c is defined in equation 8
(8)
The fuzzy entropy FE (A) of a fuzzy set X is as given by
equation 9
(9)

Technical details:

The recording was made using a Neuro-Scan amplifier and a
Ag/AgCl electrode cap from ECI. 28 EEG channels were
measured at positions of the international 10/20-system (F,
FC, C, and CP rows and O1, O2). Signals were recorded at
1000 Hz with a band-pass filter between 0.05 and
200 Hz[16].
D. Fuzzy C Mean Clustering(FCM)
Fuzzy entropy method is based on the utilization of the
Fuzzy C-Means Clustering algorithm[17]. FCM is used to
construct the membership function of all features. The data
may belong to two or more clusters simultaneously and the
belonging of a data point to the clusters is governed by the
membership values. Similar data points are placed in the
same cluster and dissimilar data points normally belong to
different clusters. The membership values of the data points
are reorganized iteratively to reduce the dissimilarity. The
Euclidean distance is used to measure the dissimilarity of
two data points.
The FCM algorithm is explained as follows
Step 1: Assume the number of clusters (C), where 2<C<N,
C – number of clusters and N – number of data points.
Step 2: Calculate the jth cluster center Cj
following expression

using the

Signal to be classified consist of two variations belonging to
left hand movement and right hand movement thus one can
consider two classes for organizing entropy of the signal.
Fuzzy entropy is calculated for the training feature
belonging to left hand movement and right hand movement.
Features having less value of entropy are selected. In this
manner optimized/reduced feature set is constructed
separately for two movements. This feature set is used to
train the SVM and KNN classifier and tested for various
kernel functions.

V. RESULTS
Wavelet basis functions used are db10 and bior6.8, which
are applied on the signals from channel c4 to extract wavelet
coefficients. Statistical coefficients are extracted from all the
wavelet bands and are passed to SVM and KNN classifier.
Table II gives classification accuracy for the features
without optimization which is 84% maximum. Whereas
Table III depicted classification accuracy of 93.7% with
optimized features using fuzzy entropy.
Table II PERCENT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION
Classifier

Wavelet Basis
Db10
Bior6.8
SVM fine Gaussian kernel
85
81
SVM Cubic kernel
83.5
80
KNN weighted
84
83.5
Table III PERCENT CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY WITH OPTIMIZATION

(4)
Where g>1is the fuzziness coefﬁcient and μij is the degree
of membership for the ith data point xi in cluster j.
Step 3: calculate the Euclidean distance between the ith data
point and the jth cluster center as follows
=

(5)

Step 4: Update the fuzzy membership values according to
dij if dij >0, then
(6)
www.asianssr.org

Classifier

VI.

SVM fine Gaussian kernel
SVM Cubic kernel
KNN weighted

Wavelet Basis
Db10
92
91.3
93.7

Bior6.8
87.4
88
90.6

C
O
N

CLUSION

This works promote wavelet transform for time-frequency
representation of the signal. As the expected modulation due
to MI is frequency band limited, three level of wavelet
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statistical features used in this work represent dynamics of
the signal which can further leads to good classification
accuracy. Fuzzy entropy proposed for feature
reduction/optimization increases classification accuracy
from 84% to 93.7%.
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